BASES 20 THE NEW HUMANS WITH MARY RODWELL
www.acern.com.au
(Transcribed by Herbert…thanks for your hard work, my friend!)
[This interview was done in early 2013. My transcript begins very roughly around 30 minutes
in. The part about Black Goo Chris has mentioned but not elaborated on. The part about
Mantids, artificial portals made by technology, and humanoid lion beings sounds like mind
control or channelling to me, but decide for yourself.]
Tracy Taylor quote: “Medical University in California at Los Angeles. It appears that some
young children exhibit deep patterning in their DNA for 24 active codons. Normally only 20
are active in most humans. These children, they have found, show remarkable resistance to
disease and seem to be immune to everything.”
Doctor William Brown quote, a molecular biologist in Hawaii made this statement:
“The New Human: I believe that genetic modification occurring right now in utero is actually
producing a new human. One with far greater access to information contained and accessed
through DNA.
The hybrids are altogether a New Species of human. Emergence of the New Human ,
exponential increase in Autistic, ADD, Indigo children. They have new genetic and neural
architecture, that allows them to perceive the world in a multidimensional fashion. I believe
research would show dormant genetic regions are being reintegrated into the biological
system, and this is occurring in all of us to produce expanded awareness.
Their brains are working faster and they have access to more information in the beginning. In
the classroom learning much faster than normal. But this is even superfluous, as I believe
that they already “know” what’s being taught. The have an intrinsic understanding of certain
knowledge and information which goes down to bimolecular level, where sentient activity of
the brain actually takes place, in the atomic structure DNA molecules.
It’s transgenerational information. If the information is encoded in the atomic structure of the
DNA molecule, it can be accessed with greater efficiency and produce Savant like
characteristics. They are accessing an ‘akashic record’ of sorts within the DNA molecule. As
the efficiency of our DNA increases, more of this kind of information becomes available.
The modification of DNA is more remodelling of the genome to make dormant regions
accessible again, because the vast amounts of information and functional capacity is already
there. It’s more about the architectural arrangement of the chromosomes.”
[Sentient fluid: The “Black Goo” changing humanity. Something that is coming from the earth itself.
Reference David Griffin, Falklands war and Alistair Martin. Species change, Bases 18]
Mary Rodwell: I think this change is happening to us as a species but there are some upgrades and
these are the new ones coming in. I think this is both generational, in the sense that we are being
upgraded, but the new humans which are the children coming in with less programs but we are also
the older models are benefiting from that as well. Consciousness itself is opening up.

There is a war on consciousness where the controllers are trying to hold us back. The education
system is used against these new aware and brighter kids. A 9 year old girl in Europe said there are
5 kids like her in the school: “They program you out of your light and your knowledge. This is
deliberate. She is here to help her family wake up and also she is here to heal water.
Quote from 9 year old kid from Northern Europe; Cathy:
“Poor US. Poor kids who come to volunteer, we have such a difficult task ahead of us A Real
Fight. Something will happen in the next 5 years to this planet. Cathy talks to water “to heal
it”. “I am here to help my family wake up. Everyone is sleeping.”
It is a frequency change to water that changes the molecular state of water and purifies it. She has
helpers who guide and teach her . One is called Moki and it’s a blue female with no hair or ears. Her
eyes are like human eyes. The green being is male. These are from the dayland which she talks
about dimensions. She even says that we all originate from dayland. She doesn’t want to use the
word god as she says it’s misused. She is calling it a being in dayland and over-terrestrial where we
all originate. It is not a man or a woman. It has no gender. The beings sowed the seed of light and
love only. That is where the light and angels live.
She was given access to 7 books but they are not really books but they have information. The red
book is about creation and our origins, the brown one is about planets and life there, the light green
one is about nature and how we can make contact with plants and animals and how to understand
nature, the dark green one is about the body and how it really works and how we get to evolve, the
blue book is about light and truth, the red/brown book she can’t open yet because she says a dragon
took the key from her some time in the 1700s , the black book is about darkness and evil. The black
book is dangerous. All the books contain important information.
She also mentioned that she is aware there are intelligences and she seemed to understand the
same material as David Icke, regarding there are beings that are trying to alter the work with some
humans to limit and close down these new children.
Amach’s Johnston: Someone I interviewed, Chris Thomas, was aware of this first wave and they
had actually done a soul contract for being the first wave, knowing they would be potentially taken.
Have you experienced that?
Mary Rodwell: What she is saying is that they look for these children and are doing there best as
much as possible to influence them and to shut them down. This is something she is very aware of.
It is happening in all the educational systems and through medicines, vaccines, etc. She implied that
this is global. She lives in Northern Europe and when I speak to her through an interpreter, she is
very wary that I don’t give any indication as to her identity. Remember this is a nine year old girl
aware of how dangerous it is to be identified with what she is saying. Nine and aware of it already!
Miles Johnston: This is important because we know of a mother who had an incredibly telepathic
daughter who could have intelligent conversations with her mother telepathically and “THEY” heard
about her and they TOOK the daughter away. This was a terrible thing and it happens so much. It
seems to be a key that they do not want humans waking up.
Mary Rodwell: This is why I do so many interviews. The more this information gets out to wake up
the population and the more we can reach people with these children can feel there is someone to
connect to. I get e-mails from people all over the world from parents with these children. One of
these ladies contacted me because her daughter speaks 3 star languages and learned about me
through one of your presentations.

One 10 year old in England went to the school and told them you are not teaching correctly, you are
teaching in a linear way and I think in spirals. He told me that he was given information at 7 or 8
years old to create technology to create portals.
Miles Johnston: Where are those portals coming and going from?
Mary Rodwell: He actually describes that he comes through a portal through the sun. His father
also says the same. He is being given information like a download of how to create the electronics or
technology to create portals. He sais his body creates a kind of alchemy when he is around people.
He actually changes their energy by just being around them.
[End at 1 hour into presentation. The rest are bullet points rather than transcript.]
●Some people have guides who are extra-terrestrial like the Blues.
●She says there are 165 species of greys and there are 2 species of friendly reptiles.
●Some are protected by a blue orb.
●There are geometric crystalline beings who some people connect to. They are often taken astrally
to their planet of origin which is also crystalline in nature and they see themselves as one of those
types of beings.
●Light and energy beings are very, very common.
●There are many names and each person interprets them in a different way. It almost suggests that
anything we can imagine can have a form and an intelligence. This is what the children are telling
me. Many communicate with animals.
●One 8 year old talks about moving into his mantid body when he is taken by his people. He makes
a chirping noise which he says is the sound the mantid makes. He said like Simon Parks they make
the trilling sound when they are happy with me and hold me above their head. An 8 year old boy and
a 53 year old man in different hemispheres making exactly the same statement and never having
spoken to each other. He spoke of artificial portals in space which technology is sent through. He
mentions a Universe where everything in it is geometric in form but these are artificial planets with
pyramidal shapes, hexagonal shaped planets. They are artificial in nature and created by these
mantid beings. This is in one of the dimensions. He also speaks of Black Holes.
●He recognized a painting which was given to Mary of outer space and a planet which he said was
actually much bigger than the artistic rendition. The artist is unknown and it has a title which she
can’t remember. It was painted in 1987 and given to Mary. Many experiencers recognize the
painting.
●One experiencer told her it was a stargate. It’s a portal into other Universes. He went through one
on a craft 32 miles long. They told him they seeded other planets.
Miles Johnston: Portals refer to John Urwin in 1957 refers to a set of crystal keys that they
recovered while on operation in the middle east , which gave you access to multiple portals. These
were ancient pieces of technology which they wanted the good guys to have. “ one step beyond . . .
16” The artefacts uncovered at Jaraba in Nov. 19??

Mary Roswell: There are portals created through technology that lead to other dimensions through
our planet, according to the 8 year old boy. Some of them are artificial and some of them are not..
He said the pyramids were built by the cat people and it was to show us that our origins came from
what we called the gods. The pyramids are to indicate that to us, that there is material hidden under
the pyramids and the sphinx about our origins.
We as humans are learning to experience and explore the whole gamut of intent from negative to
positive duality. Most of those in power are more interested in self-serving than they are in serving
humanity. We know that but what is changing is the awareness that what ever you do to someone
else comes back in a new way. That is happening faster and faster as corruption is now being
uncovered. Peole are no longer tolerating these things whereas at one time we were either not
aware of it or we were not ready to challenge it . Now we are challenging it.
The new children coming in are challenging it in a more subtle way, they’re working with energy in a
more subtle way, they are affecting us purely by their energy and by their awareness. Every time you
put out frequencies that are helping humanity to wake up and to grow, you are actually doing what
you need to do to change that blanket of disinformation. So we’re doing it already, everyone one of
us that is bringing in this new level of understanding is acting as a new kind of spiritual warrior. We
are being supported in that on many levels and we are transcending these negative energies.
We are changing things purely by what we are doing and what we are becoming. That is the truly
important message. All the Armageddon warning came to nothing. That should be a lesson to
everybody – start using your brain logic and don’t fall into the fear agenda.
Article by Mary Rodwell: Star Children Speak
●She also did a forward for Simon Parks and for Liara’s books.
●Many people have incarnated from the stars , our ancestors, they have come in a human form to act
from a human star family perspective. They beam back information to the star families while working
on the inside at the same time so they have a dual consciousness. They are here to assist with this
transition as part human and part star visitor.
[What I took away from this interview: Traumatic abductions are always carried out by the
military and in some cases it is the E.T.s who are preventing serious harm from being done to
them. E.T. abductions are, in contrast, pleasant learning experiences.]
Last 5 minutes: What can these abductees do to stop being committed to insane wards? Be
careful to sound out the person you talk to. In other words avoid scientists, doctors in general.
Check them out as to whether they have ever come across people with abductee experiences.

